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About Us
Our manufacturing business was implanted back in 1967 by Patel Brothers so as to
timely cater diverse schools as well as oﬃce use stationery. In the modern age, our
company is growing at a furious pace by producing slate pencil and passionately
catering them to the Indian market. Our business has come a long way with expertise
gained in manufacturing of School Chalks, Tailors Marking Chalks, Slate Pencils
(Slate Pen), etc. Our enterprise has gained customers loyalty by manufacturing
product line in sync with the industry set quality norms. We always present industry
accepted quality to valued customers. The product proﬁle of our entity comprises
Double Color Mini Slate Pencil, Mix Color Square Shape Tailor Chalk, Dustless
Chalk (Extruded Calcium Carbonate), etc.

The engineers of our company own required know-how and have access to
technologically improved devices and machines to run excellently manufacturing
practices. Production activities take place under one successful management under
a group of companies having assistance of modern operational set up and
professional teammates devoted to achieving top mark of quality. Our company as a
manufacturer is open to innovations and further makes sure to implement the best in
working system to attain 100% success.

A few years back in the process of creating and enhancing traditional line of
products, our company realized the need of innovation for maintaining high growth
as well as meeting modern needs of the potential market arenas. Hence, our
professional R&D section was set up for introducing unique formulations of
Dustless Chalk. Not just this, even machinery for manufacturing of Dustless Chalk
was also designed and developed by R&D professionals of our entity. Today, we are
elated to have expanded our product line so as to address demands of the schools
stationery, oﬃces, garment industry and various other areas of application. Our
business has immense capacity to meet local and international companies wants in
the best possible manner.
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Our Products

Mulitcolor Slate Pencil

White Color Rectangle Shape
Mini Slate Pencil

Double Color Mini Slate Pencil

White Color Cylindrical Shape
Slate Pencil

Mix Color Low Dust Chalk

White Color Cylindrical Shape
Dustless Chalk

Mix Color Cylindrical Shape
Dustless Chalk

White Color Cylindrical Shape
Low Dust Chalk

Dustless Chalk

Tailor Chalk

Tailor Chalks

Kamal Low Dust Blackboard Chalk
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